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Abstract: A detailed knowledge of structure and energy of surface contributes to the understanding of many surface 

phenomena. In this work, the surface energies of 48 surfaces for diamond cubic crystals, including diamond (C), silicon (Si), 

germanium (Ge), and tin (Sn), have been studied by using the empirical electron surface models (EESM), extended from 

empirical electron theory (EET). Under the first-order approximation, the calculated results are in agreement with experimental 

and other theoretical values. It is also found that the surface energies show a strong anisotropy. The surface energy of 

close-packed plane (111) is the lowest one among all index surfaces. For the low-index planes, the order of the surface 

energies is γ(111) < γ(110) < γ(001). And surface energy variation of the (hk0) and (hhl) planes with the change of the included angle 

has also been analyzed. EESM provides a good basis for the surface research, and it also can be extended to more material 

systems. Such extensive results from the same theoretical model should be useful to understand various surface processes for 

theorists and experimentalists. 

Keywords: Surface Energy, Empirical Electron Theory, Dangling Bond, Valence Electron Structure,  

Diamond Cubic Crystals 

 

1. Introduction 

Diamond cubic crystals, including diamond (C), silicon 

(Si), germanium (Ge), and tin (Sn), are important materials 

for a wide range of applications because of their excellent 

properties. Diamond has the highest hardness of any bulk 

materials since it is combined with the strong C covalent 

bond. And diamond is also a famous decorative material 

because of its special energy band structure. Si is mainly 

used as structural compounds, glass, and semiconductor 

materials. Ge is also used as a commercial semiconductor in 

transistors. Sn is also a famous alloying element for steel to 

resist corrosion. The performance and reliability of 

polycrystalline materials depend strongly on their 

microstructure, and especially the structure of crystal defects. 

Crystal surface is an important type of defect, which will 

affect many physical processes such as fracture, adsorption, 

corrosion, catalysis, crystal growth, radiation, etc. [1–6]. 

Surface energy, one of the most important quantities in 

surface science, is still difficult to determine experimentally 

for clean surface and just few data exist [7–9]. For different 

surfaces with different surface energies, the physical 

performances are different. For example, the hydrazine 

etching of Si is anisotropic in that the etching rate for Si (111) 

surface is slower than the others [10]. Therefore, it is 

essential to obtain the detailed knowledge of structure and 

energy of surface for understanding many surface 

phenomena. 

During the last few years, there have been several 

theoretical models to study crystal surface, such as 

first-principles [11–13] and semi-empirical potentials [14–

19]. However, first-principle calculations are 

computationally demanding and have typically been used 

only for the systems with a few atoms. And most 

semi-empirical potentials, fitted with the data from 

experiments and first-principle calculations, usually 

underestimate or overestimate the value, since the electronic 

structures of atoms are not taken into account for these 

semi-empirical models. It is almost impossible to find one 

type of potentials to reproduce the surface energies of all 

materials. The empirical electron surface model (EESM) [3, 

20–22], based on empirical electron theory (EET) [3, 20, 23], 
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has been found remarkably successful in predicting the 

surface energies for fcc-, bcc- and hcp-metals [3, 20–22, 24]. 

The reliability of EET has been extensively examined in the 

fields of metals, alloys, metallic compounds and ceramics 

[25–27]. Through analyzing valence electron structure (VES), 

the contribution of different types of valence shell electrons 

has been summarized in EESM [22]. The model, without any 

experiment data input, can easily be performed and 

completed efficiently. 

The main objective of this paper is to calculate and analyze 

surface energies of diamond cubic crystals revealed by 

EESM. Therefore, such extensive results from the same 

theoretical model must be useful to understand various 

surface processes for theorists and experimentalists. The rest 

of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we will 

briefly describe EESM and the VES of these diamond cubic 

crystals will be firstly calculated based on EET. Then the 

number and the type of dangling bonds on particular crystal 

surface will be analyzed. In section 3, we will present the 

results and discuss the anisotropy of surface energies, and the 

following is the conclusion. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Empirical Electron Surface Model 

Surface energy (γ) can be defined as the additional value of 

the free energy per unit area of increase on a particular 

crystal surface, 

γ � ��

��
                     (1) 

where ∆E represents the additional value of the free energy 

with the forming of new surface and ∆S is the added area of 

the crystal surface. 

In EET, based on the spatial distribution and the action 

characteristics of these electrons in the formation of solids or 

molecules, valence shell electrons are divided into four types, 

dumb pair electrons, magnetic electrons, covalent bond 

electrons (bonding electrons) and lattice electrons. The dumb 

pair electrons either represent the bonding and anti-bonding 

electrons with their resultant bonding power mutually 

cancelled by each other and their spins opposite to each other, 

or represent a pair of non-valence electrons of opposite spins 

deeply sinking down to the atomic orbit. The magnetic 

electrons represent the localized electrons from the 

single-occupied orbit. The covalent electron, also from the 

single occupied orbit, is paired with another electron of 

opposite spins from the near atom, contributing to atomic 

bonding. The lattice electron is present in a space among 3, 4 

or 6 atoms. When the s energy band is wide, the electron 

might reach an energy level above the Fermi energy and is 

called lattice electron. The number of valence electrons of an 

atom in solids, including the covalent electrons and the lattice 

electrons, equals to the chemical valence of the atom in 

solids. The contribution of these four types of electrons to the 

surface energy has been analyzed in prior studies [20, 22]. 

Hybridization states of the diamond cubic crystals C, Si Ge 

and Sn, the number and the distribution of these electrons, 

are listed in Section 2. 4. The number of the dumb pair 

electrons, the magnetic electrons, and the lattice electrons of 

the diamond cubic crystals occupy little proportion of the 

total electron number for valence shell (see Section 2. 4). 

Correspondingly, the energy caused by the dumb pair 

electrons, the magnetic electrons and the lattice electrons 

take up a very little portion in the crystal cohesive energy for 

C, Si, Ge and Sn. Therefore, for these diamond cubic crystals, 

when all covalent bonds between two nearest crystal planes 

are broken, the two nearest crystal planes will form two new 

crystal surfaces. So the energy requirement for the procedure 

is just the additional free energy (∆E). 

Δ� � ∑ 	

 �
                 (2) 

where Eα represents the bond energy of α bond; and Zα is the 

equivalent dangling bond number of α bond on particular 

crystal plane, and is obtained by the dangling bond analysis 

method (DBAM) [20, 22]. 

In EET, the bond energy Eα can be obtained from the value 

of the bonding capability (f) of covalent electron, the screen 

factor (b) upon the core electron, the bond length (D) and the 

number of covalent electron pairs (n). 

� � �� 

�
                   (3) 

Therefore, the key of this surface energy model is the 

calculation of VES and the analysis of the equivalent 

dangling bond number. 

2.2. Calculation of VES and Bond Energies of the Diamond 

Cubic Crystals 

The diamond cubic crystals are the A4 type crystal structure, 

and the structure cell is showed in Figure 1 and the cell 

parameters are shown in Table 1. And the atom coordinates are 

(0, 0, 0), (0.5, 0.5, 0), (0.5, 0.5, 0), (0, 0.5, 0.5), (0.25, 0.25, 0.25), 

(0.75, 0.75, 0.25), (0.75, 0.25, 0.75), and (0.25, 0.75, 0.75). So 

the experiment bond lengths, which cannot be neglected, can be 

given as the following: DA=√3� 4⁄ , DB=√2� 2⁄ , DC=√11� 4⁄ , 

DD=a, DE=√19� 4⁄ , DF=√6� 2⁄ . 

 

Figure 1. Crystal cell of diamond cubic crystals. The cell parameters (a, b, c, 

α, β, and γ) are also marked. The light lines denote the A bond, which has 

shortest bond length. 
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Table 1. The cell parameters of diamond cubic crystals. 

Crystal a=b=c/nm αααα=β=γγγγ/° 

C 0.35668 90 

Si 0.54307 90 

Ge 0.56575 90 

Sn 0.64912 90 

The equivalent bond number of the bonds can be 

calculated with the formula. 

�
 � ������                    (4) 

where α (α=A, B,…, F) represents bond name, IM represents the 

reference atom number in the crystal cell; IS represents the 

equivalent bond number for a reference atom to form α bond; IK 

is a parameter, IK equals 1 when the two atoms that form the 

bond are of the same kind, IK equals 2 equals when the two 

atoms are of different kinds. Therefore, the equivalent bond 

numbers of α bond are: IA=8×4×1=32, IB=8×12×1=96, 

IC=8×12×1=96, ID=8×6×1=48, IE=8×12×1=96, IF=8×24×1=192. 

According to the Pauling bond length formula in EET [23]. 

�
 � 2��1� −  lg#
                 (5) 

where Dα represents the bond length; R (1) represents the 

single bond radius of the atom which forms the bond; nα 

represents the number of covalent electron pairs on the bond; 

and β is a factor with the unit of length. It is determined by 

Pauling’s theory.  

 = $ 0.0710	nm	when	#
� < 0.25	or	#
� > 0.750.0600	nm	when	0.300 ≤ #
� ≤ 0.7000.0710 − 0.224	nm	when	#
� = 0.250 + 4	or	#
� = 0.750 − 4	                       (6) 

where 0≤ε<0.050, and #
�is the largest nα in the structure. 

Therefore, the following rα′ (α′=B, C,…, F) equation can be 

obtained: 

lg6
′ = lg�#
′ #7⁄ � = 8D7 − �
′:  ⁄         (7) 

Therefore,  

∑ �6 = �7 + ∑ �
′6
′;
′<=              (8) 

The nA equation can be obtained as: 

#7 = ∑#> ∑ �6⁄                (9) 

where ∑nC represents the total covalent electron number of 

the calculation system. 

By selecting a suitable β value and substituting the number 

of covalent electrons and the single bond radii of the atoms 

of the corresponding hybrid levels, the number of covalent 

electron pair nA on the strongest covalent bond can be 

calculated out. By substituting the obtained nA into the rα′ 

equations (7), the numbers of covalent electron pairs on all 

the other covalent bonds nα′ (α′=B, C,…, F) can be calculated 

out. Substituting the obtained nα into the bond length 

equations yields the theoretical bond lengths of all the bonds: 

�?
@AB = �@�1� + �B�1� −  lg#
         (10) 

If the bond length differences of all the bonds Δ�
@AB =|�?
@AB − �
@AB| < 0.005nm, the applied hybrid levels of the 

atom are believed being in accordance with the actual state, thus 

the obtained corresponding parameters are the possible VES of 

the calculated crystal and the results are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. The VES (including bond length (Dα), theoretical bond length (�?α), covalent electron pairs (nα), and bond length difference (∆Dα)) and bond energies 

(Eα) of diamond cubic crystals. 

Crystal (hybrid level) bond name Dαααα (nm) D?α (nm) nαααα ∆∆∆∆Dαααα (nm) Eα (KJ·mol-1) 

C (6) A 0.15445 0.15720 0.86140 0.00275 150.90630 

 B 0.25221 0.25496 0.03616 0.00275 3.90596 

 C 0.29574 0.29850 0.00881 0.00275 0.81309 

 D 0.35668 0.35943 0.00122 0.00275 0.09358 

 E 0.38868 0.39144 0.00043 0.00275 0.03044 

 F 0.43684 0.43960 0.00009 0.00275 0.00568 

Si (6) A 0.23516 0.23482 0.97378 0.00034 114.20460 

 B 0.38401 0.38367 0.00780 0.00034 0.55968 

 C 0.45029 0.44995 0.00091 0.00034 0.05561 

 D 0.54307 0.54273 0.00004 0.00034 0.00228 

 E 0.59180 0.59146 0.00001 0.00034 0.00043 

 F 0.66512 0.66479 0.00000 0.00034 0.00004 

Ge (6) A 0.24498 0.24526 0.97867 0.00029 94.90475 

 B 0.40005 0.40033 0.00641 0.00029 0.38057 

 C 0.46909 0.46938 0.00068 0.00029 0.03458 

 D 0.56575 0.56604 0.00003 0.00029 0.00125 

 E 0.61651 0.61680 0.00001 0.00029 0.00022 

 F 0.69290 0.69319 0.00000 0.00029 0.00002 

Sn (5) A 0.28108 0.28086 0.96621 0.00022 80.83024 

 B 0.45900 0.45878 0.00301 0.00022 0.15436 

 C 0.53822 0.53800 0.00023 0.00022 0.01008 

 D 0.64912 0.64890 0.00001 0.00022 0.00023 
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Crystal (hybrid level) bond name Dαααα (nm) D?α (nm) nαααα ∆∆∆∆Dαααα (nm) Eα (KJ·mol-1) 

 E 0.70736 0.70715 0.00000 0.00022 0.00003 

 F 0.79501 0.79479 0.00000 0.00022 0.00000 

 

In the formula (3), f represents the bonding capability of 

covalent electron. 

� = √Eʹ + G3 ʹ 5 HG5Iʹ             (11) 

where the factor g represents the contribution of the coupling 

effect between spin and orbit of d-electrons to the bonding 

capability. For 4, 5 and 6 periods, g is equal to 1, 1.35 and 

1.70, respectively. αʹ, βʹ and γʹ are contents of s, p and d 

electrons in covalent bonds, respectively. 

Eʹ � �JKLMN 5 JʹKʹLON� #PN⁄             (12) 

 ʹ � �QLMN 5QʹLON� #PN⁄             (13) 

Iʹ � �#LMN 5 #ʹLON� #PN⁄              (14) 

where l, m, n and l′, m′, n′ represent the sum of the numbers 

of s, p, d covalent electron and lattice electron of the h and t 

states, respectively. The terms τ and τ′ are parameters for the 

h and t states, respectively, and value 1 when the s electron is 

covalent electron or 0 when the s electron is lattice electron. 

The values of these parameters can be taken from Ref [28], 

and some values of diamond elements are given in Section 

2.4. nTσ, Chσ, and Ctσ represent the total numbers of covalent 

electron and lattice electron, the relative compositions for the 

h state and for the t state of σ hybrid level. 

In the formula (15), b is screen factor upon the core 

electron. 

� � RS.RTU

AV.RWX
                    (15) 

The factors n and δ in the denominator reflect the total 

effect of the screen, coulomb, exchange and interrelated 

interaction of the inner electrons in solids. The value of n of 

C, Si, Ge and Sn is 3, the value of δ of C and Si is 2, and the 

value of δ of Ge and Sn is 1 [28]. So the bond energies can 

be calculated and are also tabulated in Table 2. 

2.3. Analysis of Dangling Bond of the Related Crystal Plane 

in Diamond Cubic Crystal Cells 

The equivalent dangling bond number (Zα) on the 

particular crystal plane can be deduced out. 

	
 � �Y�� ∑ �ʹ�ZY[\                (16) 

where IP represents the reference atom number on particular 

plane with the area S; IK is a parameter, which equals 1 when 

the two atoms that form the bond are of the same kind or 2 

when the two atoms are different kinds; �ʹ� represents the 

equivalent dangling bond number for a reference atom to 

form one type bond with the atoms of the same neighbor 

crystal plane; NP (NP=1, 2,…) represents the crystal plane 

number passed through by the bond. 

It can be seen in Table 2 that the bonds of E and F can be 

neglected in analysis of dangling bond because the covalent 

electron pairs and the bond energies of EE and EF are very 

small (relatively to the value of EA or EB). Therefore, only the 

bond A, B, C, and D are considered in the analysis of 

dangling bond. 

As is shown in Figure. 2, there are two atoms on the (001) 

crystal plane with the area of a
2
 nm

2
 in the unit crystal cell of 

the diamond cubic crystals. Every atom with the atoms of the 

nearest neighbor crystal plane forms two A bonds and four C 

bonds, and with the atoms of the second neighbor crystal 

plane forms four B bond, and with the atoms of the third 

neighbor crystal plane forms two C bonds, and with the 

atoms of the fourth neighbor crystal plane forms one D bond. 

So the equivalent dangling bond numbers on the (001) plane 

with the area of a
2
 nm

2
 are ZA=2×1×2×1=4, ZB=2×1×4×2=16, 

ZC=2×1×(4×1+2×3)=20 and ZD=2×1×1×4=8. 

 

Figure 2. The spatial distribution of dangling bond on the (001) plane in the 

diamond cubic crystals. 

 

Figure 3. The spatial distribution of dangling bond on the (110) plane in the 

diamond cubic crystals. 

As is shown in Figure. 3, there are four atoms on the (110) 

crystal plane with the area of √2a
2
 nm

2
 in the diamond cubic 

crystals. Every atom with the atoms of the nearest neighbor 

crystal plane forms one A bond, four B bonds and three C 

bonds, and with the atoms of the second neighbor crystal 

plane forms one B bond, two C bonds and two D bonds. So 

the equivalent dangling bond numbers on the (110) plane 

with the area of √2a
2
 nm

2
 are ZA=4×1×1×1=4, ZB=4×1× 

(4×1+1×2) =24, ZC=4×1× (3×1+2×2) =28 and 

ZD=4×1×2×2=16. 
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Figure 4. (a) Two possible cleavage planes s1 and s2. (b) The spatial distribution of dangling bond on the (111) plane in the diamond cubic crystals. 

For the (111) surface, the diamond cubic crystals have 

some specific structural properties, which differ from 

bcc-metals and fcc-metals [3, 21]. As is shown in Figure 4 (a) 

(view along the <110> crystal direction), the (111) surface 

has two possible cleavage planes denoted by s1 and s2, 

respectively. And the interlayer spacing of s1 and s2, denoted 

respectively by d1 and d2, has the relationship d1=a/ 4 3

<d2=3a/4√3. The cleavage plane s1 and s2 may become the 

terminations of the outer surface. However, the calculated 

results show that the surface energy of s1 is much higher than 

that of s2. The s2 termination of the outer surface is preferred 

from the perspectives of surface energy minimization. This 

may be the reason why the s2 outer surfaces are usually 

observed in experiment [29, 30]. So only the dangling bond 

analysis of s2 will be given for the (111) surfaces in this 

paper. As is shown in Figure 4 (b), there are four atoms on 

the (110) crystal plane with the area of √3a2 nm2 in the 

diamond cubic crystals. Every atom with the atoms of the 

nearest neighbor crystal plane forms one A bond and six C 

bonds, and with the atoms of the second nearest neighbor 

crystal plane forms three B bonds and three D bonds. So the 

equivalent dangling bond numbers on the (111) plane are 

ZA=4×1×1×1=4, ZB=4×1×3×2=24, ZC=4×1×6×1=24 and 

ZD=4×1×3×2=24. 

Based on the similar process on the dangling bond analysis 

of (001), (110) and (111) crystal planes, a computer program 

written in Microsoft Visual Basic language has been 

compiled to analyze and calculate the equivalent dangling 

bond number of the other 45 high-index crystals, some of 

which are perpendicular to the (001) plane and belong to the 

family of site planes (hk0) such as (710), (610), (510) and so 

on, and some of which are perpendicular to the (110) and 

belong to the family of site planes (hhl) such as (223), (332), 

(443) and so on. And the calculation results are listed in 

Table 3. During the process of analysis, we find that (113), 

(115), (117), (119), (331), (551), (771), (991), (553), and 

(335) surfaces, in which the three Miller indexes are all odd, 

have the similar properties to (111). They have two possible 

cleavage planes, and only the dangling bond analysis 

corresponding to those planes with the long plane spacing are 

given according to the surface energy minimization. 

Table 3. The equivalent dangling bond number of various high-index crystals. Zα (α=A, B, C, or D) represents the equivalent dangling bond number and S is 

surface area. 

plane (710) (610) (510) (410) (720) (310) (520) (730) (210) (740) (530) (320) (750) (430) (540) 

ZA 28 24 20 16 28 12 20 28 8 28 20 12 28 16 20 

ZB 120 104 88 72 128 56 96 136 40 144 104 64 152 88 112 

ZC 140 120 100 80 140 60 104 148 44 160 116 72 172 100 128 

ZD 64 56 48 40 72 32 56 80 24 88 64 40 96 56 72 

S /a2 nm2 50  37  26  17  53  10  29  58  5  65  34  13  74  25  41  

 

plane (650) (760) (119) (118) (117) (116) (115) (114) (113) (225) (112) (335) (223) (334) (445) 

ZA 24 28 32 32 24 24 16 16 8 20 8 20 14 20 26 

ZB 136 160 152 136 120 104 88 72 56 96 40 104 64 88 112 

ZC 156 184 168 160 128 120 88 80 56 112 48 120 84 120 156 

ZD 88 104 88 80 72 64 56 48 40 72 32 88 56 80 104 

S /a2 nm2 61  85  83  66  51  38  27  18  11  33  6  43  17  34  57  
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plane (556) (665) (554) (443) (332) (553) (221) (552) (331) (441) (551) (661) (771) (881) (991) 

ZA 32 34 28 22 16 20 10 24 12 18 20 26 28 34 36 

ZB 136 144 120 96 72 120 48 120 72 96 120 144 168 192 216 

ZC 192 204 168 132 96 148 62 152 76 118 132 174 180 230 244 

ZD 128 136 112 88 64 104 40 96 56 72 88 104 120 136 152 

S /a2 nm2 86  97  66  41  22  59  9  54  19  33  51  73  99  129  163  

 

2.4. Hybridization States in EET of the Elements 

In EET, dumb pair electrons, magnetic electron, covalent 

electron, and lattice electron are denoted by ǁ, ↑, ●, and Ф, 

respectively. When the covalent electron and lattice electron 

are equivalent electrons, they are denoted by ●, Ф or s′, p′, 
respectively. The hybridization states of the related elements 

(C, Si, Ge, Sn, Pb) are as the follows. 

s � p � 

h state: s
2
p

2
  ● ● ○ 

t state: s
1
p

3
 ● ● ● ● 

l=2, m=2, n=0, τ=0; l′=1, m′=3, n′=0, τ′=1 

C: R (1)h=0.0763 nm, R (1)t=0.0763 nm 

Si: R (1)h=0.1170 nm, R (1)t=0.1170 nm 

Ge: R (1)h=0.1223 nm, R (1)t=0.1223 nm 

Sn: R (1)h=0.1399 nm, R (1)t=0.1399 nm 

Pb: R (1)h=0.1430 nm, R (1)t=0.1430 nm 

3. Results and Discussion 

Table 4. The surface energies of various low-index planes. And the values from the Refs. [11–13, 15, 16, 31, 32], listed in the last column for comparison. 

Crystal plane 
Z Eα α

α
∑

/ eV S/nm2 γ/ (eV nm-2) γʹ/ (eV nm-2) from the other reference 

C (001) 7.08022 0.12722 27.82669 38.89589 [16], 38.45338 [15]  

 (110) 7.47926 0.17992 20.7854 20.35326 [15] 
 (111) 7.45331 0.22035 16.91232 16.61465 [15] 

Si (001) 4.83916 0.29493 8.20405 11.733 [16], 7.9266 [11], 8.8 [12], 9.8 [13] 

 (110) 4.89037 0.41709 5.86253 6.61590 [31] 
 (111) 4.88825 0.51083 4.78466 5.14917 [32] 

Ge (001) 4.00489 0.32214 6.25621 10.34328 [16], 5.18038 [11] 

 (110) 4.03941 0.45557 4.46195 4.99313 [31] 
 (111) 4.03808 0.55796 3.64196  

Sn (001) 3.37872 0.42136 4.00934  

 (110) 3.39238 0.59589 2.84649  
 (111) 3.39198 0.72981 2.32387  

 

Based on above analysis, we can suppose that the formula 

for surface energy (γ) of clean and ideal surface for diamond 

cubic crystals as follow: 

I = ∑ ]^�^^_�                   (17) 

where α (α=A, B, C and D) is the bond name, and Eα, the 

bond energy of α bond, and S, which are tabulated in detail in 

Table 3, the area of the related crystal planes. The physical 

meaning of the number 2 in this formula is that when these 

bonds between two nearest crystal planes were broken, there 

will be two crystal surfaces in the region. So the total area is 

two times of the area of related crystal plane. The calculation 

results are tabulated in detail in Table 4 and Table 5. 

Table 5. The surface energies (eV·nm-2) of various high-index planes ((hk0) and (hhl)), included angle θ(hk0) between planes (hk0) and (100), and included 

angle θ(hhl) between planes (hhl) and (001). 

crystals (100) (710) (610) (510) (410) (720) (310) (520) (730) (210) (740) 

C 27.82669 27.73133 27.66234 27.54192 27.31196 27.11408 26.81086 26.34508 26.12496 25.53106 24.88913 

Si 8.20405 8.13277 8.10541 8.06023 7.97826 7.91009 7.80803 7.64733 7.57286 7.37500 7.16473 

Ge 6.25621 6.20033 6.17922 6.14442 6.08141 6.02908 5.95080 5.82753 5.77043 5.61884 5.45784 

Sn 4.00934 3.97119 3.95729 3.93446 3.89332 3.85925 3.80840 3.72832 3.69128 3.59308 3.48893 

θ(hk0)/° 0.000 8.130 9.462 11.310 14.036 15.945 18.435 21.801 23.199 26.565 29.745 

 

crystals (530) (320) (750) (430) (540) (650) (760) (110) 

C 24.62263 23.98640 23.52426 23.17583 22.68801 22.36409 22.13386 20.7854 

Si 7.07824 6.87325 6.72546 6.61455 6.45991 6.35760 6.28505 5.86253 

Ge 5.39164 5.23478 5.12172 5.03688 4.91862 4.84039 4.78493 4.46195 

Sn 3.44614 3.34482 3.27183 3.21709 3.14081 3.09037 3.05461 2.84649 

θ(hk0)/° 30.964 33.690 35.538 36.129 38.660 39.806 40.601 45.000 
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crystals (001) (119) (118) (117) (116) (115) (114) (113) (225) (112) (335) 

C 27.82669 24.89327 27.56601 23.96371 27.30088 22.22447 26.54964 18.11882 24.75359 23.3731 21.92889 

Si 8.20405 7.23096 8.08855 6.92706 7.99810 6.36259 7.75355 5.02340 7.17036 6.73415 6.29480 

Ge 6.25621 5.51044 6.16680 5.27767 6.09740 4.84545 5.91011 3.82007 5.46378 5.13026 4.79472 

Sn 4.00934 3.52577 3.95000 3.37504 3.90487 3.09536 3.78363 2.43208 3.49524 3.28023 3.06444 

θ(hhl)/° 0.000 8.930 10.025 11.422 13.263 15.793 19.471 25.239 29.496 35.264 40.316 

 

crystals (223) (334) (445) (556) (111) (665) (554) (443) (332) (553) (221) 

C 24.06843 24.21923 24.26618 24.28288 16.91232 24.28556 24.2737 24.24067 24.14104 19.18091 23.77108 

Si 6.98688 7.05203 7.07731 7.08946 4.78466 7.09210 7.08227 7.06284 7.01682 5.39803 6.86711 

Ge 5.32473 5.37517 5.39486 5.40438 3.64196 5.40646 5.39874 5.38357 5.34787 4.10820 5.23231 

Sn 3.40755 3.44103 3.45428 3.46079 2.32387 3.46222 3.45692 3.44666 3.42285 2.62054 3.34669 

θ(hhl)/° 43.314 46.686 48.527 49.684 54.736 59.491 60.504 62.062 64.761 67.010 70.529 

 

crystals (552) (331) (441) (551) (661) (771) (881) (991) (110) 

C 23.40916 20.17723 22.64806 20.54778 22.10828 20.62996 21.80729 20.70317 20.7854 

Si 6.73522 5.70444 6.47274 5.80372 6.29269 5.83130 6.19366 5.84393 5.86253 

Ge 5.13087 4.34195 4.92940 4.41738 4.79137 4.43847 4.71550 4.44790 4.46195 

Sn 3.28037 2.77034 3.14927 2.81831 3.05972 2.83188 3.01055 2.83766 2.84649 

θ(hhl)/° 74.207 76.737 79.975 81.951 83.279 84.232 84.949 85.508 90.000 

 

The calculation values of the surface energy of various 

low-index planes (100), (110) and (111) are shown in Table 4 

in eV·nm
-2

. For comparison we also present some theoretical 

results [11–13, 15, 16, 31] and experimentally derived values 

[32]. Under the first-order approximation, the surface energy 

values calculated in this paper are close to the values which 

come from the other references. But for Sn, there is a lack of 

surface energy data in the literature. A further approximation 

in the present calculation is the neglect of the relaxation and 

reconstruction of the atomic positions which may lead to 

errors of up to a few per cent. 

The calculation values of the surface energy of various 

high-index planes, belonging to the family of site planes (hk0) 

or the family of site planes (hhl), are shown in Table 5 in 

eV·nm
-2

 together with included angles θ(hk0) between the (hk0) 

planes and (100) plane, and θ(hhl) between the (hhl) planes 

and (001) plane. The included angle θ(hk0) and θ(hhl) is 

calculated with the below formula: 

( )

( )

0
arctan

2
arctan

hk

hhl

k

h

h

l

θ

θ

=

=
              (18) 

It is clearly seen that, the calculated surface energy shows 

a strong anisotropy, the surface energy values of various 

surface are different. For the low-index planes, the order of 

the surface energies is (111) (110) (001)
γ γ γ< < . And the 

close-packed (111) surface energy is the lowest of all these 

index surfaces as predicted. From surface energy 

minimization, the (111) texture should be favored in the films 

of diamond cubic crystals. So diamond (111) faces often 

evolve as the dominant species under typical CVD growth 

conditions [30]. 

 

Figure 5. Surface energy variation of the diamond cubic crystals with 
included angle θ(hk0) between the (hk0) planes and (100) plane. 

For the planes of (hk0) family, surface energy variation of 

the diamond cubic crystals with included angle θ(hk0) between 

the (hk0) planes and (100) plane is shown in Figure. 5. It can 

be seen that the surface energy of the (hk0) surface decreases 

gradually with the increase of included angle in the interval 

0°<θ(hk0)<45°. And the surface energy values of the rest angle 

range can be deduced according to the symmetry of crystal 

lattice. So the surface energy reaches the maximum values 

for the (100) plane at θ=0°, and the minimal values for the 

(110) plane at θ=45° among all these (hk0) planes which are 

normal to (001) plane. 

For the planes of (hhl) family, Figure. 6 shows surface 

energy variation of the diamond cubic crystals with 

included angle θ(hhl) between the (hhl) planes and (001) 

plane. The calculated values of surface energy for the (hhl) 

planes are found to differ in character from those of the 

(hk0) planes. We can see that variation relationship of 
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surface energy with included angle is not found to be 

smooth but has revealed an abrupt change when passing 

from one plane to another. This leads to the conclusion that 

the formation of a free surface (e. g. (111), (113), (553)) 

will take place strictly of these planes which are normal to 

(110), because even a small deviation of included angle 

yields a significant energetic disadvantage, i. e. an abrupt 

rise in surface energy. These planes have a similar property, 

which they have two possible cleavage planes and their 

Miller indexes are all odd. According to the symmetry of 

the lattice, we can also deduce the surface energy values of 

the rest angle range. 

 

Figure 6. Surface energy variation of the diamond cubic crystals with 
included angle θ(hhl) between the (hhl) planes and (001) plane. 

4. Conclusions 

The surface energies of 48 surfaces for diamond cubic 

crystals (C, Si, Ge, and Sn) have been calculated by using the 

empirical electron surface models, and the spatial distribution 

of dangling bonds of various index surfaces has been 

analyzed with the dangling bond analysis method. The 

dangling bond electron density and the spatial distribution of 

covalent bonds have a great influence on surface energy of 

various index surfaces. Under the first-order approximation, 

the results are close to the other theoretical values and the 

experimental values. These surface energy values may be 

used as a consistent starting point for study of surface science 

phenomena. The calculated surface energy shows a strong 

anisotropy. And the close-packed (111) surface energy is the 

lowest of these index surfaces as predicted. For the low-index 

planes, the order of the surface energy result is γ(111) < γ(110) < 

γ(001). So according to the surface energy minimization, the 

(111) texture should be favorable in the diamond cubic 

crystals. And surface energy variation of the planes of the 

(hk0) and (hhl) families with the change of included angle 

has been analyzed. This research model can be further 

extended to the surface energy estimation of more crystals, 

which will be the next research objects. 
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